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Abstract. Information about medications is critical in improving the
patients’ safety and quality of care. Most adverse drug events are pre-
dictable from the known pharmacology of the drugs and many represent
known interactions and are, therefore, likely to be preventable. However,
most of this information is locked in free-text and, as such, cannot be
actively accessed and elaborated by computerized applications. In this
work, we propose three different approaches to the problem of automatic
recognition of drug-drug interactions that we have developed within the
“First Challenge Task: Drug-Drug Interaction Extraction” competition.
Our approaches learn to discriminate between semantically interesting
and uninteresting content in a structured prediction framework as well
as a rule-based one. The systems are trained using the DrugDDI cor-
pus provided by the challenge organizers. An empirical analysis of the
three approaches on this dataset shows that the inclusion of rule-based
methods is indeed advantageous.
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1 Background

The use of medications has a central role in health care provision, yet on occa-
sion it may endanger patients’ safety and account for increased health care costs,
as result of adverse drug events (ADEs). Many of these injuries are inevitable,
but at least a quarter may be secondary to medication errors [7] that can be
avoidable. That is the case of ADEs due to drug-drug interactions (DDIs), since
many of them are due to disregarded known interactions and are therefore likely
to be preventable. Over the 6.5% of drug-related hospital admissions are a con-
sequence of DDIs.
DDIs are a common problem during drug treatment. Widely, a drug interac-
tion represents the situation in which a substance affects the activity of an ac-
tive ingredient, resulting in various effects such as alterations in absorption,
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2 Extracting Drug-Drug Interaction

metabolism, excretion, and pharmacodynamics (i.e. the drug effects are de-
creased or increased, or the drug produces a new effect that neither produces on
its own). Safe medication use requires that prescribers receive clear information
on the medication itself including information about any potential interactions.
This information is constantly changing, and while most of the necessary up-
dated knowledge is available somewhere, it is not always readily accessible. In
particular, most of this information is locked in free-text, then cannot be ac-
tively used by health information systems. Reliable access to this comprehensive
information, by Natural Language Processing (NLP) systems, can represent a
useful tool for preventing medication errors and, more specifically, DDIs. Over
the last two decades there has been an increase of interest in applying NLP, in
particular information extraction (IE) techniques, to biomedical text. Excellent
efforts have been documented in the medication domain literature on IE from
textual clinical documents [4,5,9,11,12,14,15,18], and its subsequent application
in summarization, case finding, decision-support, or statistical analysis tasks.
In this context, we accepted the challenge presented within the “First Challenge
Task: Drug-Drug Interaction Extraction” competition and developed a system
for the automatic extraction of DDIs from a corpus [13] of documents, collected
from the DrugBank database [8], describing, for each drug, the relating DDIs.

2 Methods

On the following section we present the proposed system and its components.

2.1 System Outline

We exploit three different approaches, which rely upon different methods for
the extraction of such information. The first approach (henceforth referred as
hybrid approach) is twofold: it combines a supervised learning technique based on
Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) [16] with a rule-based method. We modeled
the problem as follows: in a first step we employed the CRFs classifier in order
to assign the correct semantic category to each word, or segment of sentence, of
the text. We considered the following three semantic categories:

1. DrugNotInteracting: describes a drug entity, which is not involved in an
interaction;

2. DrugInteracting: describes a drug entity, which is involved in an interaction;
3. None: indicates elements that are not relevant for this task.

Once every potential interacting entity has been identified by the CRFs classifier,
we defined a set of rules for the construction of the actual pairs of interacting
entities, and match them with the sentences.
The second (henceforth referred as pair-centered CRFs approach) and third
(henceforth referred as pair-centered SVMs approach) approaches are very sim-
ilar: they are both based on supervised learning methods, CRFs and Support
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Extracting Drug-Drug Interaction 3

Vector Machines (SVMs) [2,17], respectively. In this case we focused on the sin-
gle pair of drug entities: for any given pair in a sentence, such techniques predict
the presence or absence of interaction relation, relying on a set of hundreds of
engineered features, which take into account the properties of the text, by learn-
ing the correspondence between semantic categories and features. We considered
only two semantic categories:

1. Interaction: describes a pair of drug entities which interact;
2. NotInteraction: describes a pair of drug entities which don’t interact;

All these three methodologies have been developed through different steps. We
began with a pre-processing pass over the corpus in order to prepare the dataset
for the use by the extraction module. Then, we defined a set of binary features
that express some descriptive characteristics of the data, and we converted the
data in a set of corresponding features. Finally, we processed the data through
the three methodologies described above.

2.2 Supervised Learning Methods: CRFs and SVMs

Supervised learning approaches have been widely applied to the domain of IE
from free text. A typical application of supervised learning works to classify a
novel instance x as belonging to a particular category y. Given a predefined set of
categories, such methods use a set of training examples to take decision in front
of new examples. They automatically tune their own parameters to maximize
their performance on the training set and then generalize from the new samples.
We processed the data through the two linear classifiers, CRFs and SVMs: both
algorithms iterate the tokens in the sentence, and label proper tokens with se-
mantic categories. These classifiers discriminate between semantically interesting
and uninteresting content through the automatic adaptation of a large number
of interdependent descriptive characteristics (features) taking into account the
properties of the input text. Each token is represented by a set of features, then
the classifiers learn a correspondence between semantic categories and features,
and assign real-valued weight to such features.

2.3 Pre-processing

The first step of our DDIs detection system has been a pre-processing over the
data provided within the challenge contest.
We designed two different pre-processing strategies, one for the hybrid approach,
the other one for the pair-centered CRFs and the pair-centered SVMs approach.
The first pre-processing strategy analyzes sentence-by-sentence the training cor-
pus, using a quite classical NLP system developed using Gate [3], an open source
framework for language processing. This system includes:

– Tokenizer: splits the atomic parts of the sentence (tokens) according to a
specific language (English in our case);
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4 Extracting Drug-Drug Interaction

– Part of Speech (POS) Tagger [6]: assigns to the tokens their grammatical
class (e.g. noun, verb, adjective . . . );

– Morphological Analyzer: assigns the lexical roots to the tokens;
– UMLS concept finder: a module we developed, in order to discover concepts

referable to the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [10] within the
text.

The pre-processing system returns as output a line for each token; such line
contains the token itself together with additional information necessary for the
features generation task. In particular:

– the semantic category of the token itself;
– the “entity tag” that is the entity’s code (e.g. DrugDDI.d385.s4.e0) when

the token is an entity and null otherwise;
– the “main drug tag” that is true if the token matches the standard name of

the referential drug1 and false otherwise;
– the “brand name tag” that is true if the token matches one of the brand

names of the referential drug and false otherwise. Brand names come from
the DrugBank;

– the “POS tag” that is the grammatical class provided by the POS Tagger
(entities are automatically tagged as proper nouns - NNP);

– the “root tag” which is the root of the token provided by the Morphological
Analyzer (the entity itself for the entities);

– the “semantic group tag” that, when the token belongs to a UMLS concept, is
the semantic group of the concept itself (e.g. “DISO” for concepts belonging
to the “Disorders” group); it is “ENT” when the token is an entity and null
otherwise.

As an example, given the input sentence:

<sentence id="DrugDDI.d368.s0" origId="s0" text="Itraconazole
decreases busulfan clearance by up to 25%, and may produce AUCs >
1500 muMolmin in some patients.">

<entity id="DrugDDI.d368.s0.e0" origId="s0.p0" charOffset="0-12"
type="drug" text="Itraconazole" />

<entity id="DrugDDI.d368.s0.e1" origId="s0.p2" charOffset="23-31"
type="drug" text="busulfan" />

<pair id="DrugDDI.d368.s0.p0" e1="DrugDDI.d368.s0.e0"
e2="DrugDDI.d368.s0.e1" interaction="true" />
</sentence>

the first pre-processing strategy will generate the following lines:

itraconazole-DrugInteracting-DrugDDI.d368.s0.e0-false-false-NNP-
itraconazole-ENT

decreases-None-null-false-false-NNS-decrease-CONC
busulfan-DrugInteracting-DrugDDI.d368.s0.e1-true-false-NNP-busulfan-

1 We indicate by “referential drug” the drug described in the specific document under
examination.
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ENT
clearance-None-null-false-false-NN-clearance-PHEN
...

and so on.
The second pre-processing strategy evaluates separately all the pairs within a sentence;
it uses the same NLP system described for the first strategy, but it formats the output
in a different way. For each pair, the output consists of a header line, containing the
codes of the involved entities and the semantic category of the pair. The header line is
followed by a line for each token standing between the two entities involved in the pair;
for each line the elements describing the token are exactly the same as those described
for the first strategy (token, interaction tag, entity tag, etc.).
Given the input sentence from the previous example, the second pre-processing strategy
will generate the following lines:

DrugDDI.d368.s0.e0 DrugDDI.d368.s0.e1-Interaction
decreases-None-null-false-false-NNS-decrease-CONC

2.4 Feature Definition and Data Conversion

The feature construction process aims at capturing the salient characteristics of each
token in order to help the system to predict its semantic label. Feature definition
is a critical stage regarding the success of feature-based statistical models such as
CRFs and SVMs. A careful inspection of the corpus has resulted in the identification
of a set of informative binary features that capture salient aspects of the data with
respect to the tagging task. Subsequently, the stream of tokens has been converted to
features. In particular, in the pair-centered CRFs and pair-centered SVMs approaches
we considered only the tokens between the two entities which form each pair. This
means that features for drug entities pair E1-E2 contain predicates about the n tokens
between E1 and E2.
In the following we report on the set of features used in our experiments.

Orthographical Features As a good starting point, this class of features consists of
the simplest and most obvious feature set: word identity feature, that is the vocabulary
derived from the training data.

Part Of Speech (POS) Features We supposed lexical information might be
quite useful for identifying named entities. Thus, we included features that indicate
the lexical function of each token.

Punctuation Features Also notable are punctuation features, which contain some
special punctuation in sentences. After browsing our corpus we found that colon might
prove helpful. Given a medication in fact, colon is usually preceded by the interacting
substance and followed by the explanation of the specific interaction effects.

Semantic Features In order to have these models benefit from domain specific
knowledge we added semantic features which use external semantic resources. This
class of features includes:
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6 Extracting Drug-Drug Interaction

1. root feature: takes account of the root associated to each word;
2. UMLS feature: relies on the UMLS Metathesaurus and for each word returns the

corresponding semantic group;
3. brand name feature: it recognizes the corresponding brand names occurring in the

text. DrugBank database drug entries are provided with the field “Brand Names”,
which contains a complete list of brand names from different manufacturers. We
create a binary feature, which, every time a text token coincides with one of such
names, is active, indicating that the token corresponds to a brand name of the
specific referential drug;

4. standard drug name feature: identifies the standard name of the source drug. For
each token this feature tests if it matches such standard name;

5. drug entity feature: allows the models to recognize the drug entities annotated by
the MetaMap tool: it is active for the tokens which have been annotated as drug
entity by the MetaMap tool.

Context Features Finally, we extended all the classes of feature we described above
to a token window of [-k,k]. The descriptive characteristics of tokens preceding or fol-
lowing a target token may be useful for modeling the local context. It is clear that the
more context words analyzed, the better and more precise the results could become.
However, widening the context window quickly leads to an explosion of the computa-
tional and statistical complexity. For our experiments, we estimated a suitable window
size of [-3,3].

2.5 Rule-based Method
As we have already stated, while both pair-centered CRFs and pair-centered SVMs
approaches focus on entities pairs and predict directly the presence or absence of inter-
action, the first one considers a token at a time, then the semantic category prediction
is on a token-by-token basis. Therefore, a further processing pass was necessary in order
to build up the interaction pairs, starting from each single entity. For this purpose, we
employed a rule-based method which relies upon a set of rules, manually-constructed
from the training data analysis. In particular, the rules that we built to find out the
interacting pairs are the following:

– if a sentence contains less than two tokens labeled as DrugInteracting, then no
interacting pair is generated;

– an interacting pair must contain two tokens labeled as DrugInteracting;
– one and only one of the token involved in the interacting pair, must be the refer-

ential drug or one of its brand names.

3 Experiments
We used the Unified format of the DrugDDI corpus [1] provided by the competition
organizers.
For the linear SVMs, we found the regularization parameter λ = 1 to work well. SVMs
results have been produced using 10 passes through the entire training set. For the
variance of the Gaussian regularizer of the CRFs we used the value 0.1.
We submitted a total of three runs: the first run includes the predictions generated
by the hybrid approach; the second run includes the predictions generated by the
pair-centered CRFs approach; the third run includes the predictions generated by the
pair-centered SVMs approach.
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Extracting Drug-Drug Interaction 7

4 Results and Discussion

The evaluation process was performed by the challenge organizers.
The overall results of the three approaches can be found in Table 1. In general, the
hybrid approach outperforms the other two. This performance gain can be attributed
to the additional contribute of rule-based method, that played an important role in
building the interacting pairs. In particular it makes the system benefit from additional
knowledge that facilitates the pairs disambiguation process. It specifies, for example,
that a pair has to include the referential drug or one of its brand names together with
another drug entity different from them.
There is room for improvement, especially for the pair-centered CRFs and pair-centered
SVMs approaches. In such approaches we mainly relied on tokens occurring between
the two entities which form each pair, however tokens preceding and following the pairs
could also be taken into account.

Table 1. Overall experimental results of the different runs

Approach Hybrid Pair-centered Pair-centered
CRFs SVMs

True Positive 369 196 317
False Positive 545 110 456
False Negative 386 559 438
True Negative 5726 6161 5815
Precision (%) 40.37 64.05 41.01
Recall (%) 48.87 25.96 41.99
F1 Score (%) 44.22 36.95 41.49

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we presented three different approaches for the extraction of DDIs that we
have developed within the “First Challenge Task: Drug-Drug Interaction Extraction”
competition. We employed three different methodologies: two machine learning-based
(CRFs and SVMs) and one which combines a machine learning-based (CRFs) with
a rule-based technique. The latter achieved better results with an overall F1 score
of about 44%. This figure doesn’t seem encouraging: the comparison with the other
systems that face the same problem with the same corpus within this competition
probably will allow to understand this result and realize the weakness of our approaches.
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